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Learning Outcomes

● Pattern classification 
● Artificial Neural Networks
● Perceptron learning
● MLP
● AutoMLP
● The Mnist database
● Applications of ANN in Document Analysis
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Pattern Classification

● More than a program
●  Usually, we think a program is something written by 

an experienced person.
●  Often, the program isn’t complete without 

“experience” of its own.
● The idea of writing programs that use data 

(experience) to create better programs than people 
can write directly.



  

Pattern Classification

● Pattern classification systems make decisions
●  Decisions are usually made autonomously
●  Decisions are not pre-programmed
●  Decision “rules” are derived from data



  

SE, AI, PR

● Software Engineering
● Manual creation of specifications, manual implementation, full control 

over details of execution.

● Artificial Intelligence (Rule-Based Systems)
● Manual creation of specifications, specifications are directly executable 

(rule interpreters, etc.). Details of execution are automated.

● Pattern Recognition, Machine Learning
● Programmer chooses category of application, but detailed

 specifications are automatically derived from data. Execution is

 automated.



  

Fish Classification: An example

● “Sorting incoming 
Fish on a conveyor 
according to species 
using optical sensing”

● Species
● Sea bass
● Salmon



  

Problem Analysis

● set up a camera and take some sample images to extract 
features

● feature types
● length (positive real number)
● lightness (positive real number)
● width (positive real number)
● number of fins (non-negative integer)
● shape of fins (one-of a set of possible categories)
● position of the mouth (one of a set of possible categories)
● ...

● base the decision of which kind of fish it is on these 
measurements



  

Preprocessing

● raw camera image may be 1024 x 1024 pixels
● >1 million numbers

● contains lots of irrelevant data
● background
● dirt
● ...

● feature extraction
● data reduction—computational efficiency
● remove irrelevant variation

● feature measurements are passed to the classifier



  

Overall classifier



  

Feature Vector

● collection of measurements like an “object” or “structure” 
or “database record”

● example

{ length = 21cm,

lightness = 0.73,

width = 8.3cm,

number_of_fins = 3,

shape_of_fins = {square, triangular, square},

position_of_the_mouth = {front} }



  

Dataset



  

Histogram



  

Decision Rule



  

Empirical Error Rate



  

Finding Good Features and 
Decision Boundaries



  

Multiple Features



  

Linear Decision Function 



  

Generalization



  

Overtraining



  

Avoid overtraining



  

Example Classifiers

● Decision trees
● Nearest neighbors
● Support Vector Machines
● Neural networks
● Naive Bayesian classifiers
● etc.



  

Artificial Neural Networks

● Mainly inspired by human brain
● A Human brain is  

● Capable of computationally demanding 

perceptual acts – like, recognition of faces, speech 
● Highly parallel computing structure
● Imprecise information processing
● Collection of more than 10 billion interconnected neuron 



  

How can brain learn?

●  a few pounds of gray and white stuff
●  composed of neurons
●  how does it work?



  

Biological Neuron

● Biochemical reactions to receive, process and transmit information

● Dendrite

● Tree like network of nerve fibers

● Axon

● Single long fiber extending from cell body

● Synapses

● Transmission of signals from one neuron to another at synapses

● Complex chemical process

– Specific transmitter substance is released from sending end of junction

– Raise or lower the electrical potential inside the body of receiving cell

– Based on a threshold a pulse is sent down the axon and the cell is 'fired'  



  

Biological Neuron

Axon

Terminal Branches 
of Axon

Dendrites



  

Biological Neuron



  

Biological Neuron



  

The Perceptron

● Binary classifier functions
● Threshold activation function
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Activation Function



  

Non Linear Activation Funtions



  

History

● McCulloch and Pitts introduced the Perceptron in 
1943.
● Simplified model of a biological neuron
● rate coding of activation
● abstract as linear threshold machine

◦ firing rate = activation

◦ sum up

◦ if total above trigger, then start firing



  

History

● Fell out of favor in the late 1960's 
● (Minsky and Papert) 
● Perceptron limitations 

● Resurgence in the mid 1980's
● Nonlinear Neuron Functions
● Back-propagation training



  

A simple classifier

● In its simplest form, a learner’s job is to produce 
a classifier.

● A classifier takes objects as input and assigns

each one to a class.
● Most simply, objects are represented as vectors 

of features and classes are 0 or 1 i.e. 
● A two class classifier



  

Basic Elements

● Each component of the feature vector becomes an 
input unit.

● An additional input unit is added that always has 
an input of 1.

● Each input unit is connected to a sum unit with a 
weight. The input value is multiplied by the weight 
and all are summed.

● If the sum is greater than zero, the output is “1”, 
else “0”.



  

Training A Perceptron

●  Given a training set, would like a way to set the 
weights to correctly classify the labeled 
instances.

● Networks with one layer of nets are very well 
understood at this point.

● the perceptron training procedure

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delta_rule

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perceptron



  

The Math



  

The Rule



  

Using the Rule

●  Start off with the weight vector set to an arbitrary value 
●  For each example in the training set, apply the rule, 

changing the weights as needed.
● If weights have changed, repeat.

● Stops changing when stops making mistakes.
● If there is a way of setting the weights that makes no 

mistakes, it will be found eventually.
● Otherwise, might bounce around.
● Very related to gradient descent and hill-climbing: local 

changes to reduce error score.



  

Linear Separability

●  Perceptron can only achieve 
perfect score if data is linearly 
separable. That is, if we visualize 
the instances as points in a high 
dimensional space, there needs to 
be linear surface that separates 
the positive and negative 
examples.

●  Minsky and Papert pointed out 
that data sets that are not linearly 
separable can cause the 
perceptron much headaches.



  

Problems with View

● Minsky:

• a single layer of linear threshold machines is not powerful enough

● Bigger problems:

• can’t even learn XOR or parity

• learning algorithm is supervised; where does training data come

  from?

• the brain has many layers, how do they all get trained?

• how do we train multiple layers of threshold machines?



  

Multi Layer Perceptrons

● Modification of the standard linear 
perceptron

● uses three or more layers of neurons 
(nodes) with nonlinear activation 
functions

● more powerful than the perceptron in 
that it can distinguish data that is not 
linearly separable

●  Backpropagation  (Rumelhart86, 
Werbos74)

● can train multilayer networks and 
learn xor.



  

Design Process for Neural Networks

●  Selection of network topology
● Selection of learning algorithm
● Representation of input and output values
● Selection of parameters

● Nos of hidden nodes
● Learning rate
● Epochs 

● Implementation
● „verification“ (test)



  

Problem of over-fitting



  

Some other problems

● problem
● MLPs are hard to train
● performance sensitive to chosen parameter values
● optimal parameter values depend on dataset
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AutoMLP

● self-tuning MLP classifier (AutoMLP)
● automatically adjust learning parameters



  

AutoMLP

● self-tuning MLP classifier (AutoMLP)
● automatically adjust learning parameters

● key ideas
● train a population of MLPs in parallel
● sample parameter space according to some pdf
● train each MLP for a few epochs
● natural selection for next generation

– select half of the classifiers with better performance
– change architecture to generate new solutions

● internal validation



  

Character Recognition

● Is it '9'
● NN systems in place 

reading roughly half 
of all checks in US



  

The MNIST Database

● A training set of 
60,000 examples

● A test set of 10,000 
examples

● contain binary images 
of handwritten digits



  

MLP vs autoMLP 

● MNIST dataset
● MLP with sparse 

manual search
● nhidden = 20, 80
● eta = 0.01, 0.1

● AutoMLP with 
default settings



  

Applications of Neural Networks in 
Document Analysis

Artificial Neural Networks for Document Analysis and Recognition
Simone Marinai, Marco Gori, Fellow, IEEE, and Giovanni Soda, Member, IEEE Computer Society
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE,
VOL. 27, NO. 1, JANUARY 2005



  

Applications of Neural Networks in 
Document Analysis
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